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Customer Experience Solutions helps organizations 
benchmark their performance by customer journey, 
prioritize improvements within each journey, 
and measure real-time customer satisfaction.

Customer Experience Solutions:
Journey-based customer
experience measurement



Get started
To learn more about our suite of  
customer experience solutions, contact  
us at contact@periscope-solutions.com  
or visit www.mckinsey.com/periscope
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Customer Experience Solutions 
benchmarks, prioritizes, 
and measures customer 
experiences by journey.

Measuring individual customer satisfaction metrics 
like NPS and CSAT is easy. Determining what’s 
driving those metrics is hard.

Most organizations track the performance of 
individual touchpoints (e.g., website, call center, 
in-store) but don’t measure customer satisfaction 
with end-to-end journeys (e.g., opening an account, 
resolving a problem) that cross multiple touchpoints.

Customer Experience Solutions solves this  
problem by linking top-line metrics to customer 
journeys. We provide two distinct offerings:

Journey Pulse 
Our team surveys a company’s customers to 
understand their experience overall, for each journey, 
and for the interactions within those journeys. We 
then benchmark those results against relevant peers 
to identify problem areas, and prioritize the initiatives 
that will most improve the top-line satisfaction metric.

Journey Measurement 
Once the company implements improvement 
initiatives we set up a system to track real-time 
customer satisfaction by journey. The system enables 
organizations to immediately identify root causes 
of systematic issues, follow up with dissatisfied 
customers, and measure initiative impact over time.

By improving their most important journeys and 
addressing feedback in realtime, organizations can 
transform the entire customer experience.

Why Customer Experience Solutions?
Customer experience expertise
We leverage the knowledge we’ve gained from 500+ 
customer experience engagements across a broad 
range of industries, as well as McKinsey’s nearly 100 
years’ experience in operational change, to inform our 
transformation strategies. We have a well-established 
approach for executing customer experience 
transformations that leverage cutting-edge thinking 
and best practices from across the globe.

Proprietary data and methodology
We use advanced statistical analytics to determine 
which interactions are driving satisfaction within each 
customer journey, and in turn, topline satisfaction 
metrics. By comparing this data against our database 
of competitive benchmarks, we help our clients 
sequence their initiatives to drive the greatest 
improvement to overall customer experience.

Cutting-edge technology
We partner with leading system providers to design 
and implement journeybased measurement systems 
that leverage the latest developments in advance 
analytics and real-time closed-loop feedback. We 
work closely with our partners to design systems that 
reflect the latest thinking around customer journeys, 
as well as the specific needs of our clients.

10-15% 
Revenue growth

Customer Experience Solutions  
by the numbers:

25% 
Reduction in churn

20% 
Uplift in customer 
conversion
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